
  Fall-Back Ambush Plan
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Date:    April 1, 2016
The Problem: 

A secondary ambush plan is needed in case the gate guards have to pull back.
Assumptions:
          Escape routes, known as rat lines, are in place.
          Secondary positions must be within a short distance of the gate.
          Destinations must have hardened defenses.
          Destinations must be supplied with ammo, water, etc.
          Destinations must have safe escape routes.
          Destinations must be visible to other friendly shooters but invisible to intruders.
          Destinations will support only two shooters.
          Destinations will only be manned during a battle.
          More than likely, intruders will come in the daytime if the power grid is down.  
          This will be especially true if we have not been probed before.  The intruders will need to see 
          what they are facing, all without the intelligence from a reconnaissance.
          Retreating wall defenders will probably forget their empty magazines.

         Plan:  
           Tall Wall Rat line could be along the north side of the tree line north of the driveway, 
running through the cow field along the tree line.  It could be marked by a hanging piece of 
removable paper plate or removable white stick, marking the fall back and gate positions.           
The line would end at the secondary defense position, Beer Bang.

Short Wall Rat line would run between the secondary defense position, Soda Pop, and the 
Short wall. 

There aould be two rat lines, one traversing through the woods and a second, quicker line, 
running along the outside of the woods.

The wood rat line could be marked by hanging pieces of removable paper plate that the runner 
would collect as he passed by them, thus obscuring the trail.  It could be marked by a hanging 
piece of removable paper plate or white stick, marking the fall back and gate positions. 

           Special camouflaged vests would be available for the gate guards to wear as they fall back to 
           their secondary positions.  This way they could wear their warm clothing and still be invisible.
           The wood trail would zig-zag some causing intruders to get lost.

           Some brush clearing would be needed with false branches added at the beginning of the trail.+
           The wood trail would begin with a fish line running horizontal twenty feet into the woods. 
           It would act as an invisible hand rail leading to the first paper plate.
       

Tall Wall Destination, called Beer Bang, will be dug in under the tree line north of the
clay driveway.  It will be supplied with food, water, rain tarps, ammo and 2 AR magazines and 2
AK/SKS  magazines.

 It will be fortified with two sections of railroad ties:  One so it can fire into the irrigated field 
and another so it can fire into the cow pasture to the North.

            
It will have a one square foot board painted white facing the Shooting Tower.
            It will have rocks or short raised sticks painted white on the north side, located a few feet out 
            from the railroad ties, as markers to other shooting positions.  This will be repeated at all 
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            shooting locations in the event of confusion at night.  It may be necessary to place a flashlight 
            inside of PVC pipe pointed at other shooting locations so they know where our fallbacks are.
            It will have an escape route.
           
Short Wall Destination, called Soda Pop, will be dug in at the edge of the tree line at the east end 
            of the Irrigated Field. 
           

It will be supplied with food, water, rain tarps, ammo and 2 AR magazines and 2 AK/SKS  
magazines.           

          All shooting positions will have vegetation, real or fake, in front and behind them for 
          concealment.
         Other Shooting Positions will be constructed on the East side of the irrigated field.
         Food, water and camouflaged tarps will be needed in the event that the intruders are 
          slow to proceed from the gate or they are left to bleed out in the fields before exposing our 
         defenders.  These supplies will also be needed at their next fallback positions.
            
  AMBUSH PLAN:  

     The Gate Guard Leader will issue the command to fall back.
     Guards will put on their vests, carry their radios and bug-out bags and exit.
     They will radio, in upon, arrival at their new location, such as, “Soda Pop”.
     During this time, the Tower sniper and all other positions will hold their fire.  
      They will hold until the intruders are well committed into the Irrigated Field.  
      Otherwise, their fire will only scare them into either the cow field or the North tree line.
     Panic Evacuation Orders will be given over the radio and hollered out that we have been 
       overrun and to evacuate immediately.  Two vehicles parked at the southwest corner of the
        irrigated field will drive west, one at a time, honking their horns, with destination near the 
        gun range.  This should lure the intruders into the Irrigated Field and announce a Level 1 Threat 
        Alert. 

   The first to fire will probably be Beer Bang in order to move the intruders into the Irrigated Field, 
    but ever mindful to wait until the intruders are not close to the north tree line.
    A 12 Gauge alarm might be located in the north tree line to also move the intruders into the field.

    The second shooters will probably be Soda Pop.

    The other shooters on the East will open up last after the intruders move south into the field.

    The Tower Snipers will begin firing as soon as the intruders are pinned down on their stomachs.
     They will take advantage of where two intruders are near each other and take out one to confuse and
     demoralize the survivor.

     Low shooters should not take risks but only need to fire occasionally just to keep the intruders 
     pinned down in the middle of the field.  The kill shots will be made by the snipers.
     
     Justin and Keith would be the best snipers because they are experienced shooters, slow runners and 
      patient and calm enough to make all of the kill shots needed.  

Cost:   $350       
                2  12 Gauge Alarms:                $80    
                6  Camouflaged Tarps            $120
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                8  Magazines                          $150   
Pros:

The system is simple and cheap. 
Provides defenders the most protection as they retreat.
Converts retreats into ambushes,

Cons:  None
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